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The theme of final work is „Life of clients after spinal cord injury“. The aim of my work was mapping individuals with this injury. Study and then sort and provide compact information of the issue. At the same time try role of handicapped client through fixed rules experiment. Thanks to experiment gain unbiased information from one day life of man on wheelchair.

Later, trough quantitative analysis, this information confront with feelings of actually handicapped people. Initial point for quantitative analysis was a survey, which was made not only in organizations engage with this issue.

Respondents were chosen randomly, their age range was 26-50 years, social or other status wasn´t determining. Question form was based on hypotheses defined in advance, which were after decoding earned dates in most cases confirmed.

Thanks to complete information and questionnaire probe this work provides valuable information of the issue and could be used for orientation and mapping of this area, not only in helping professions.
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